21st February 2013
Run Number 231

Augustus John - Liverpool
Liverpool Beer Festival
The Pack: Compo, ET (Hare), Justin, Snoozanne, Oskar, Grutel, FCUK,
Jennifer.

Unexplained confusion with run number.
A prompt start was requested on this occasion to allow the maximum drinking
time at the Beer festival. The cold of the evening did not encourage any
dawdling on the trail.
The remit given to the hare was that the run should be short? The slight delay
prior to departure was the result of Compos late arrival and the diplomacy
required to leave the bags in the pub for the duration of the run ( No one was
in a car this evening so the left luggage facilities were not available).
The pack was nodded into the correct direction through the university. The
first obstacle was ignored by a few of the established hash membersPossibly after the realisation that there was not to be a circle this evening so
the short cutters would not be punished. Misdemeanors should be referred to
future hash.

First obstacle to climb down
Off into the Georgian part of the city and through Falkner Square before
heading up past the Woman’s Hospital.
Stopped at the Probation service for our hash flash prior to entering
Stephenson park.
Reporting in to the probation service
Ran through the new housing estate before heading back to the AJ .
Back at the AJ a few of the pack had started a second lap after not initially
realising that they had already run the same stretch previously.

‘On Inn’ ignored by a few of the less observant of the pack

The bag leavers had their obligated beer in the AJ to pay for their ‘Left
luggage’ service.
As the hare I had estimated that we would cover about 2 miles which was a
gross understatement after being advised that we had covered 4 miles
according to the google satellites app - This was a front runner’s data.

The commemorative beer glass supplied
After the fragmented end to Hash 231 everyone did manage to find their way
to the beer festival. It appeared quieter than on past occasions but seems
likely this was the result of the cold weather and the Liverpool footy team
being on telly.

Virgin hasher Jennifer & Justin during the more lucid early stage of the
evening

Snoozanne with the food menu. No Hash food supplied this evening - DIY
feeding
Two hashers who had not participated on the run were also in crypt. . 10’’
who apparently was with his friends - Did anyone see any of his friends? and
Bloody Bollocks who had the heat put on him to join us or set a run in the
future. Neither should be included in hash stats for Run 231.

-As this would be the last hash for Oskar in Liverpool for a while it made

sense to fill himself up as much beer as possible to tide him over till his next
visit.
Over 250 beers and a selection of ciders - all excellent , not aware of any
satisfactory selection procedure. It would take a year to do them all justice.

So much beer so little time

A few of the last drinkers to leave the venue.

Hash flash - with flash

Hash flash - without flash

